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The highly anticipated follow-up to Bang. Echo is the second book in the Black Lotus series. It's

been said the longest echo ever measured lasted 75 seconds, but I can assure you, this will last

much longer. The bang deafened the world around me, muting everything into nullity, allowing the

reflection of its destruction to live far beyond its intended life. It will follow me forever, destroying me

- destroying you. You want answers? So do I. Due to the dark and explicit nature of this book, it is

recommended for mature audiences only, as some scenes may be particularly disturbing.
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MAY CONTAIN SPOILERS - Not a five star rating because I enjoyed reading this book, just giving

props to a series that knocks me off kilter again, & again, & again! The first book was so

phenomenal because Nina had three men hanging by a string, leaving three dead in her wake, and

I adored Declan so much that I didn't feel like I wanted to read book #2. Nina, now referred to as

Elizabeth Archer, is saddled with grief but not because of her dead husband Bennett. Her heart was

given to Declan & he still holds it in the palm of his hand. She even travels to Scotland to see the

mansion she thought she might share with him someday. There is no way to politely say how

messed up Elizabeth is after she has caused all of this death & destruction that brings her no

happiness. No one can blame her for going mad after all that she's been through & now finding out

about her birth mother is like the final stab in her heart. "Why am I so unlovable?" When Declan tries

to figure out who Elizabeth really is she answers, "I'm nobody." That is how far she has fallen to the

bottom. Declan doesn't help - he is sweet & shows signs of compassion but after someone walks



away from you when you've been shot? "Do you have any idea what it's like to love the person you

hate?" That my friends is the book in a nutshell. For Declan to mirror some of the abuse Elizabeth

has experienced & then for Elizabeth to consent to it as her due punishment - these two are both

insane & maybe they are perfect for each other. Elizabeth can't catch a break, after being forced to

do unspeakable things to her foster father & Pike, now there is more of the same & Declan has

some choices to make. "We're the reflection of each other's monsters.
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